
Great Movies at Britannia 
Sundays 6:00 – 9:00 PM 

Britannia Community Centre [ AML Lounge ] 

Free for All Ages & Free Popcorn 
□ Sun-22-Jan-2017 Eye in the Sky A Current Release 

Stars Helen Mirren and Alan Rickman, his last. Reason enough right there to see the 

movie. Praised as an effective look at the dilemmas in the new kind of modern warfare. 

□ Sun-29-Jan-2017 Carol Romance Night 

An unconventional romance set in 1950s New York. Two women from very different backgrounds 

find themselves in the throes of love. Stars Cate Blanchett as Carol - that’s really enough to 

appreciate that it will be a good movie. 

□ Sun-05-Feb-2017 Mad Max: Fury Road Action Flick 

Quite a departure for Britannia movies. A woman rebels against a tyrannical ruler in 

postapocalyptic Australia. Heads off in search for her home-land with the help of a group of female 

prisoners, a psychotic worshipper, and a drifter named Max. It’s well done, crazy and a lot of fun.  

□ Sun-12-Feb-2017 Imitation Game A Current Release 

A great stories of our time—the genius, heroism and ultimately shameful destruction of Alan 

Turing, the British mathematician who built one of the first computers, cracked the Nazi ‘enigma’ 

code and then was later arrested and crucified socially by the British government as a homosexual. 

□ Sun-19-Feb-2017 Maltese Falcon Oldie Night 

Detective Sam Spade's thrilling chase for the fabulous Falcon. Come spend an evening with the 

dangerous and smiling friends of Mr. Cairo. If you haven’t seen this movie at least 10 times then 

you’re about due. 

□ Sun-26-Feb-2017 Lady in the Van A Current Release 

Based on the true story of Miss Shepherd, a woman of uncertain origins who "temporarily" parked 

her van in writer Alan Bennett's London driveway and proceeded to live there for 15 years. What 

begins as a begrudged favour becomes a relationship that will change both their lives. 

□ Sun-05-Mar-2017 Kolya Foreign Film Night 

Frank Louka, is a down-on-his-luck concert musician who agrees to a bogus marriage with a 

Russian woman for money. When she takes off and leaves behind her five year old son, 

Louka must take care of the boy. Both will become good inseparable friends. 

□ Sun-12-Mar-2017 Little Miss Sunshine  Comedy Night 

The story of the Hoovers, an endearingly fractured, motley, six-member family who treks 

from Albuquerque to the Little Miss Sunshine pageant in Redondo Beach, California, to 

fulfill the deepest wish of 7-year-old Olive, an ordinary little girl with big dreams. 

 Sun-19-Mar-2017 No Movie Equinox Cafe 

 

□ Sun-26-Mar-2017 Anomalisa Animation Night 

Michael Stone, an author of books on the subject of customer service, struggles to connect with 

people. One night, while on a routine business trip, he meets Lisa, a stranger with a unique voice. 

□ Sun-02-April-2017 Sully A Current Release 

In 2009 the world witnessed the "Miracle on the Hudson" when Captain Sullenberger glided his 

disabled plane onto the frigid waters of the Hudson River. Heralded for his unprecedented feat of 

aviation skill, an investigation was unfolding that threatened to destroy his reputation. 

□ Sun-09-April-2017 The English Patient  Epic Night 

An epic of romance, mystery and adventure, intricately weaving the histories of five stray souls 

into one powerful story. The heart of this tale lies with the "English Patient", a mysterious and 

unrecognizable stranger whose very presence will forever change the destinies of those around him 


